of a pXq rectangular matrix A are continuous functions of n variables1 h, • • • , tn on a closed region R which is homeomorphic to a closed n-cell and A has maximum rank everywhere on R, then there exist polynomials bkj{t) (k=p + l, • • ■ , q) in t such that the matrix is nonsingular everywhere on the closed region R.
There exists a homeomorphic mapping u=d>(t) (u = ux, ■ ■ ■ , un) of R onto a closed w-dimensional cube K with one vertex at the origin and with the n coordinate axes as edges. The matrix B = (aij(d>~1(u)) = aij(u)) has maximum rank everywhere on K and its elements are continuous on K. If the functions ßi{u), ■ • • , ßt(u) are continuous solutions of the equations
which do not vanish simultaneously on K, the matrix has maximum rank everywhere on K. At any point ü on K at least one of the pXp determinants of the matrix B is different from zero in a neighborhood of m. Consequently the cube K can be divided into a finite number of cubes ks, the length of whose edges are equal and whose edges are parallel to the n coordinate axes, so that for each cube ks at least one pXp determinant of the matrix B does not vanish on the closed cube kt. If the proper q -pß's are arbitrarily chosen on one of the cubes ks so that they are continuous, the remaining ß's will be uniquely determined and con-tinuous on ks. At any point ü on the cube K, more than one pXp determinant may be different from zero and corresponding to each of these determinants there is a different set of arbitrary ß's. If any one of these sets of arbitrary ß's vanish simultaneously at ü, all of the ß's must vanish at Ü.
Starting with the small cube which has a vertex at the origin, denote this closed cube by k\ and choose the arbitrary ß's for this cube so that they are continuous and do not vanish simultaneously on ki. Next choose any cube k2 which has a common face with ki. By the preceding argument, the arbitrary ß's for k2 can be extended as constants along straight lines through the origin. When the arbitrary ß's for k2 have been extended in this manner, the ß's are uniquely determined, continuous, and do not vanish simultaneously on ki-\-kz. This process can be continued by choosing the cubes in such an order that the distance of kt from the origin is equal to or less than that for k/ where e </. Then the arbitrary ß's for any cube can be extended as straight lines through the origin. Thus it is possible to find solutions of (1) which do not vanish simultaneously Since the matrix C has maximum rank everywhere on K, this process can be continued until a qXq matrix is obtained which is nonsingular everywhere on K. The matrix is nonsingular everywhere on R and the functions ßkj(4>(t)) are continuous on R. The functions ßki(<p(t)) can be approximated by polynomials bkj{t) so that the matrix M is nonsingular everywhere on R. on K.
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